Would You Rather Statements

Watch TV or listen to music?

Have a beach holiday or a mountain holiday?

Be invisible or be able to read minds?

Be hairy all over or completely bald?

Be the most popular or the smartest person you know?

Make headlines for saving somebody’s life or for winning a Nobel Prize?

Go without television or fast food for the rest of your life?

Have permanent diarrhea or permanent constipation?

Always be cold or always be hot?

Not hear or not see?

Be stranded on a deserted island alone or with someone you don’t like?

See the future or change the past?

Be three inches taller or three inches shorter?

Wrestle a lion or fight a shark?

Have a one-minute conversation with your past self or your future self?

Always be ten minutes late or always be twenty minutes early?

Have an easy job working for someone else or work for yourself but work incredibly hard?

Be the first person to explore a planet or be the inventor of a drug that cures a deadly disease?

Be completely invisible for one day or be able to fly for one day?

Find your true love or a suitcase with $5 million inside?

Be able to teleport anywhere or be able to read minds?

Be transported permanently five hundred years into the future or five hundred years into the past?

Be able to control fire or water?

Have unlimited sushi for life or unlimited tacos for life?

Give up bathing for a month or give up the Internet for a month?

Be fluent in all languages but never able to travel or be able to travel anywhere for a year but never able to learn a word of a different language?

Never be able to eat meat or never be able to eat vegetables?

Donate your body to science or donate your organs to people who need them?
Relive the same day for 365 days or lose a year of your life?

Eat rice with every meal or eat bread with every meal?

Have no eyebrows or only one eyebrow?

Have a horribly corrupt government or no government?

Eat a ketchup sandwich or a sriracha sandwich?

Would You Rather (Social Justice)

End all forms of prejudice or eradicate human slavery?

Have universal health care or tuition-free higher education?

Undo the Holocaust or undo the systemic slavery of Africans?

Close off our country’s borders or open them freely?

Dismantle the prison-industrial complex or the school-to-prison pipeline?

Close all unhealthy restaurants or make them serve healthy options?

Would You Rather (Gross Out)

Drink spoiled milk or eat a moldy burger?

Always have bad breath or always have sticky hands?

Get gum stuck in your hair or have someone else’s hair stuck in your gum?

Fart every time you laugh or burp every time you cry?

Wear someone else’s dirty underwear or use their toothbrush?

Be constantly itchy or constantly sticky?

Eat a whole jar of mayonnaise or a whole tub of butter?